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Michael Jordan love golf is well known that, in the earlier we have reported the Jordan Brand golf shoes to enter the field of news, was
released a limited edition of Jordan Flight Runner Golf, and the day before to see Jordan with a pair of Air Jordan 6 for the bottom
transformation of the golf shoes users have been held in Derek Jeter celebrity golf tournament, thought is unique to Jordan shoes, but
now the foreign media Sole Collector share news, this pair of shoes is expected to sell in the market. 
This is the Jordan 
to be sold before wearing Air Jordan 6 'Infrared' and 'Oreo' version of white color, careful exploration should be found in the shoe
uppers of this pair of shoes is slightly change some of the details, but the overall characteristics are faithful to the original. The
biggest difference is in the sole Tim soft hobnail increasing, with more purpose to adapt on the grass feeling and avoid slipping. 

Jordan Brand in recent years, in addition to basketball shoes continued to launch engraved, has also worked in baseball shoes, golf
shoes industry to launch new products, especially in Air Jordan is improved after generation version of the most absorbing eye, let us
see the classic shoes for sports collocation demand evolution, in fact is, occasionally look at the new shoes the continuous
introduction of other sports fields, is also a kind of pleasure in life. 

source: Sole Collector / @Ben Lyons

A review of the 
NBA season championship series fifth games, with 1-3 disadvantages of the Cavaliers came to Oracle stadium race, only to lose
face to put this summer, LeBron James and Kyrie Irving have opened the scoring model to help the team get victory on the road,
opened three straight road and reverse. Both of 41 showed a record, this is the first time at the championship team with two players
at least single game scoring 40 points. Therefore, Nike Basketball launched the GAME 5 champion combination package, which is
named after this record of its two players this historic performance. This package is expected to be in the United States in October
23rd to the specific shops listed, Taiwan offer information please refer to the station listing report. 
With the 
LeBron James and Kyrie Irving boots in fifth games. 

sold in the US store point Nike Santa Monica

source: Sneaker News / Nike

PUMA as creative director of female products series last year, with the addition of Rihanna let people see a very different style, with
its own brand FENTY has published works whether clothes or shoes has its originality. This season's PUMA FENTY Trainer is his
first two original shoes, let sports shoes is not only from the appearance, function orientation, set the whole shoe body with mesh
elements in various shapes to appear, giving visual sensory stimulation and even whole collocation bring more imagination, in a
number of training shoes is a strong personality that is particularly fresh. A series of three monochromatic lines will be on sale this
weekend. Please follow the follow up reports from the Taiwan area. 

source: Sneaker, Politics/Sole, Supplier

In addition to the previous Deriick Rose 
to "Michigan Avenue" hometown attractions design color, and now there is another named "Chicago Nightfall" at home by nightfall
beautiful scenery for the new color concept in the evening. Purple shoes symbolize sunset weather gradually late fall scenery scenery
on the Michigan lake echoes, and with Yiliang yellow collocation and beautiful colours represent the sky lake reflected the shoe lining
also quite bright colorful. 
The 
Chicago Nightfall color will be on sale at 12/5, overseas time, at adidas.com. 

source: Sole Collector

Nike Kyrie 2 GS School Bus Taiwan region today (8/16) sold at a particular store, priced at $3200. We are responsible for arranging
the distributors who are currently selling their products in Facebook. The actual selling methods, mechanisms and locations are



subject to the announcement of the stores. 

Wann Yueh

source: Nike

Nike LeBron Zoom Soldier 10 October 15th Taiwan area will be sold at a particular store point, the price is 4500 yuan. We are
responsible for arranging the distributors who are currently selling their products in Facebook. The actual selling methods,
mechanisms and locations are subject to the announcement of the stores. More information on shoe listings is also available on the
Kenlu Calendar news. 

smile sports sports 

source: Oneness 

feels just entered the 2017 soon, will officially usher in belonging to the Air Max in March, in addition to return two pairs of OG version
of the brand before the date of release also this pair of combination of Air Max in a variety of classic style 1 'Master' for this year's Air
Max Day to add festive atmosphere, in the YISHION black leather substrate setting, materials and colors to change your focus to the
shoe body around, like showing thirty years brilliant course, prospecting shoe who wish to see through the movie what style was
elected to the. 

Nike Air Max 1 "Master" USA is scheduled for sale on March 25th, priced at $130, Taiwan, if there is further information, we will
share with you as soon as possible. 

source: sneakers.fr

Nike day before the online release of Air Jordan 13 Retro 'CP3' New Orleans color sale message, Xiaobian remember for the first
time to see it is in the Chris Paul personal shoe open in the film, the past is only available to the player PE now commercially
available, for small series of feeling really so something is not true, but again, have the opportunity to start the player version for either
color in support of the fans or shoe lovers is a happy thing, right? Especially the tongue to CP3 logo replaced Logo Jumpman details
have not been changed to complete return this pair of little Paul's private collection. 

Air Jordan 13 Retro 'CP3' will be available at 10:00 a.m. EDT on November 7th at Nike.com and Jordan Brand designated retail
outlets. Model 823902-015: priced at $200. 

source: Nike, Inc.
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